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Introduction - What is a Chakra 
 

“Everything in life is vibration.” — Albert Einstein 

Chakra is a Sanskrit word that simply means “Energy Vortex” or “Energy Points and System”.  

People in Eastern cultures have been more familiar with the chakras, their power and how they 

work to help align the body.  You are a vibrational energy system and the chakras are 

information centers for the body.  The chakras do not show up on any x-rays.  They are located 

in the astral spine of your astral body.  However, those gifted people who have ability to see 

into other realms (Clairvoyance), can see the chakras.  They can see if the chakra wheels are lit 

up and spinning (in balance) or shut down.   In fact the mystics taught that there are seven 

levels of consciousness (or bodies): physical, etheric, emotional, mental, astral, spiritual and 

soul.  Note: The different bodies will be discussed in more detail in a separate book at a later 

date. There are colors, sounds, and gemstones and minerals that correspond with all the energy 

centers (chakras) in the body.   

Energy collects in certain areas of the body called chakras.  When we concentrate on our 

chakras we are creating an increase flow of energy inward and upward through the astral spine 

which awakens and unlocks the chakra centers.  Daily practice of clearing these blocked centers 

is very beneficial to your physical and astral bodies in many ways.   

The Ancient Egyptian Pharonic Chakra System of ten major chakras are discussed in this book.  

There are many more chakras in the body but these are the main centers.  With this book, I 

hope to help you to discover what your chakras are and actually experience how they work 

rather than you just reading another chakra book. Once you are actually aware of your chakras 

and have the ability to live life from a higher experience, you live a much more satisfying 

existence.   When you get a handle on this and start to actually feel the different energy centers 

and the movement of their vibrational energies, the more you can direct this for your fuller 

experience.  Now granted, at first you might just have to let your imagination help here.  But 

once you start to “pretend” or “imagine” that you see and feel the chakras in their places you 

will get clearer and stronger each time you do it.  Then one wonderful day, you will actually feel 

the places inside your body start to vibrate and even to hum a bit.  It’s just sort of like little 

tingles at each chakra as you think of them. You are becoming so much more alive and aware.  

You will then know that you have the knowledge and the tools to help promote a healthier 

body and attitude.  You are on your way to a fuller, happier life.    
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Your chakras store, release and use energy.  The harmonious experience of the chakras is what 

we are all seeking, it is what is most exciting, healthy and enjoyable.  The opposite is “dis”-order 

or disease.   

You want to release any energy that is stored up in the chakras that are not serving you.  Once 

these “blocked” or “locked” energies are released or opened, your body has a good, clear, clean 

pathway established to promote all that is best for you.  From then forward, you have the 

knowledge and the tools to continue to keep your chakras balanced and to work in harmony 

with your body and your intentions.  

“Who is in my temple? 

All the doors do open themselves, 

All the lights do light themselves, 

Darkness like a dark bird, 

Flies away, O flies away.” 

-- From a poem by Rabindranath Tagore, set to music  

by Paramhansa Yogananda in Cosmic Chants, 1938 
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Chapter 1 - My Story 
What I learned in Egypt about the Power of Chakras, Egyptian Essences, and the 

Connection 

I am an expressionist and an energy vibrational painter.  While I was in Egypt in February, I had 

an intensive healing and chakra clearing session. The Holy Man of Giza they call “The 

Godfather” accompanied me to the ancient temple in the Sahara desert where I sat on the 

natural stone circle inside a rock cross platform that marks the ley line of the Mother Earths 

root charka.  I offered pure Egyptian floral essences in a special ceremony for cleansing through 

my higher self to God and all the appointed guardians and messengers and asked for guidance.   

That meditation at this ancient temple, in view of the pyramids and with the light of the 

Egyptian crescent moon gently enfolding me has become the keystone of life changing 

decisions and events.  I spent several weeks in Egypt going through an intensive study and 

program learning as much as I could about these amazing and totally different essences.  I felt 

and understood the vibrations, energy and healing value of the essences and knew I needed to 

share them with others.  All the essences are blessed by the Holy man-Godfather and through 

secret practices passed down from the priest of ancient times, these essences are imbued with 

prayers and healing vibrations from the pyramids, the sphinx and the energies of the land, Isis, 

RA, the other Egyptian Deities, all the Ascended Masters, Arch Angels and all the Beings of 

Light.  These are nothing like any other essences, commonly called oils, which you can often 

find in Egypt.  Other oils or essences which you commonly find in Egypt can be synthetic 

however are not presented to the buyer as such.  They also do not carry the blessings and lack 

the highly powerful and healing vibrational effect that is placed on the Beloved Essences 

products.   Once you experience them, you will feel their uplifting and positive energy.  They 

will do their work calmly and easily on your body.  They can even be worn as your special 

fragrance just because you love the scent and they will still have the same healing effects.  I 

have favorites that continually change with me as I change.  I pick one essence that suits me for 

what I’m experiencing or for what I want to set my intention and add  Lotus or Blue Lotus every 

day without fail and then add whatever suits me as the day unfolds.  Since these are NOT 

essential oils or contain any chemicals or alcohol, you can use all of them together without any 

adverse smell.  They can be worn together beautifully.   

When I returned from Egypt I knew I had to complete the painting series of the chakras that 

had started just before I left.  Not knowing exactly why, I had already painted the 1st (red) and 

2nd (orange) chakra paintings.  When I returned from Egypt I realized that I had precognition for 

the vibrational paintings were to accompany the essences.  Since each painting had a 

vibrational healing effect, once combined with the essences, they were outstanding.  The 

http://www.belovedessences.com/up-coming-egypt-trip---sept-19-26.html
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remaining 6 paintings that completed the “Messages from Beyond” series were painted within 

a two week time span.  Since these paintings are 30”X40” each, the speed that they completed 

was remarkable in itself.  A few months later I returned to Egypt for the 9th and 10th chakra 

essences but when I stood at the easel to channel the flow of these two paintings to finish 

chakra series nothing painted.  I kept going to the easel every day for about 2 weeks and finally 

I heard RA speaking to me about doing the work for the 10th painting.  He asked me to just 

move over and he would do this painting especially since it has more of his energy was infused 

with it. Then the 9th painting remained and nothing was happening with that one very fast 

either.  Finally, Isis stepped in and decided to do the 9th painting and it turned out so beautiful.  

From this experience I realized also that all of my artwork has been channeled in one way or 

another and it was a great awakening for me about my paintings.  

I named my business Beloved Essences because that’s exactly what they are, “Beloved” and 

pure Essences.  My goal is to get the essences and an image of the paintings, either separately 

or together, into everyone hands so they could see for themselves and experience the feelings 

of happiness and love that I received from them.  Happiness and Love creates healing vibrations 

also.  If you are shy or hesitant, the card sets are a great way to acquaint yourself with the most 

wonderful essences on the planet today.  There are also, of course, larger sizes of the essences 

available.  If you use them as recommended for best results, they are to be used regularly as 

part of your daily meditation and/or chakra balancing routine.   Giclee prints of the paintings in 

various sizes are also available on demand.  The best way to use the paintings is to look at them 

to see what impression or feeling you are getting from each, one at a time.  As you discover a 

feeling, a preferred favorite, any disharmony, or even maybe start to cry, while looking at a 

particular painting; that’s the essence or essences you need.  Place a small amount over the 

correct chakra area on your body, or just smell it and meditate calmly for a while.  Soon you will 

start to feel a release.  Reiki masters have used these cards and essences in this exact way.  

Once they determine which chakra or emotion is creating an issue, they apply their Reiki energy 

with the essence and the client receives major benefit and relief.   

People who are familiar with charka clearing and energy healing work understand that there 

are many ways to accomplish this.  However, using these essences and working with their 

accompanying images have turned out to be one of the best.   

And for many, who don't understand anything about the chakra system, just enjoy the aroma 

and the paintings for what they are, a wonderful scent and a great image.  

And to others, hopefully this little book will start to awaken you to the magnificent world of 

chakras and their power. 

http://www.belovedessences.com/chakra-and-other-energy-paintings.html
http://www.belovedessences.com/properties-of-the-chakra-essences.html
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Chapter 2 - Energy Vibrational Paintings. 
 

Renee Phillips of Manhattan Arts International on healing art 

“Art has transformative powers to change a person's outlook and the way they experience the world. 

Art can affect a person's physiology impacting brain wave patterns and the nervous system. 

Art can alter the cells in the body and it has the power to promote healing. It can strengthen a person's 

immune system.”  

 

Each painting carries its own, strong vibrational healing effect and when combined with the 

healing energy vibrations of the essences, they are outstanding.  I have used these paintings 

during general healing sessions and chakra clearing sessions.  The vibrational effect comes 

across the same when I’m using the original 30”X40” paintings or the note card size.  Basically, 

just look at the picture for a short while, taking in all its nuances.  Then, keeping the picture in 

the same room with you, start applying the essences on your chakras.   Sit quietly meditating 

and praying for a while.  You can also use your favorite healing technique such as reiki, hands 

on, gemstones, light therapy or anything that you are most comfortable working with.  

Sometimes several chakras will come up that need work.  Whether you get a feeling or 

impression on only one or several the procedure is basically the same.  Instead of looking at 

only one card, just spend a little time looking at each one that triggered a response.  You will 

feel like a new person when you’ve finished your meditation/praying and/or healing session. 
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1st Chakra – Root or Base
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2nd Chakra –Sacral 
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3rd Chakra – Solar Plexus 
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4th Chakra – Heart 
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5th Chakra – Throat 
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6th Chakra – Third Eye/Brow 
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7th Chakra – Crown 
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8th Chakra – Heavenly 
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9th Chakra – I AM 
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10th Chakra – Earth Star 
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Chapter 3 - The Beloved Essences 
 

The ancients used these essences to stimulate, clear and balance the chakra system.  They also 

understood how connection through your chakras you can connect to all the secrets of the 

Universe and Divine Understanding.   

These pure essences are imbued with the strong energy and vibrations from the great 

pyramids, the sphinx, the powerful ancient ley lines (the planet's basic root chakra) deep in the 

Egyptian desert where their convergence makes a natural rock cross formation, prayers and 

special healing and blessing rituals evoked from the Gods by the renowned powerful Godfather 

Master Healer of Giza. All the Egyptian essences used are from the flowers grown for 

generations at the private family plantation deep in the desert.  These are 100% pure Egyptian 

Essences combined in special blends with prayers and healing vibrations placed through them.  

They are to be used in daily meditation and for powerful chakra work to clear any blocks that 

keep you from having the rich, full life you really desire. All the Essences are blessed by the 

Godfather, Holy Man who lives in the most powerful area on the whole planet, directly in front 

of the Great Pyramid (the Kings Chamber). Many people have even said that they can feel the 

wonderful uplifting, harmonious vibrations going through their bodies when then smell or use 

them. 

These Essences are not diluted in any way. They do not contain any oils, any alcohol or 

chemicals that usually create allergic reactions and aversions to certain smells. They do not 

evaporate and they most certainly are NOT essential oils. They are 100% pure highly 

concentrated Egyptian ESSENCES certified by the Egyptian government.   The finest 

International parfume/perfume companies use only 1%—10% of these essences as the base for 

their designer fragrances. 

For all the essences, not only are they to be used with their appropriate chakra location, they 

can be worn anywhere on the body for their wonderful uplifting feeling and they are great in 

any candle burner to fill a room with aroma.  You can also use your own judgment and place 

them where you feel at the moment. 

 

The 10 Chakra Essences and Their Benefits 

Amber is used for the root chakra, your 1st chakra.   Egyptian Amber is pure and not at all like 

your typical amber scent.  It has a yummy, delicate and beautiful scent.  Amber creates a 
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calming and grounding effect and when used on the root chakra it can release hidden powers 

from deep inside us.   

Musk is used for the sacral chakra, your 2nd chakra.  Egyptian Musk is elegant, delicate, 

soothing and calming.  It clears any blockages through your sexual organs and reproductive 

creative centers. 

Jasmine is used for the solar plexus chakra, your 3rd Chakra.  Egyptian Jasmine helps to calm 

the nerves, raises the spirits and inspires confidence.  It is also wonderful for skincare. Egyptian 

Jasmine is one of the best and highest Jasmines in the world.  Three famous brands that use 

this form of Jasmine are Christian Dior, Giorgio, Joy Jean Patou. 

Rose is used for the heart chakra, the 4th chakra.  The White Egyptian Attar of Rose is calming, 

instills optimism and is very good for your emotions and of course, the essence of love.  Once 

you smell this beautiful essence you will get the impression that you just put your nose into the 

most fragrant, lovely and largest rose ever.   

Lavender is used for the throat chakra, the 5th chakra.  Egyptian Lavender is relaxing for the 

nerves and muscles, encourages rejuvenation and clarity, and relieves tension headaches.  It 

also is very good for the skin for a silky smooth feeling.  Lavender has been used successfully for 

control of fleas and cats love it.   

Sandalwood is used for the brow/third eye chakra, the 6th chakra.  Pure Egyptian Sandalwood 

for this chakra is made as a special sandalwood coconut blend.  It promotes inspiration and 

relaxation, develops wisdom and aids deep meditation.  Indian sandalwood is process 

differently causing it to be darker in color while the Egyptian Sandalwood is light in color and 

clear. 

Lotus and Blue Lotus 

The ancient royals believe the lotus flower was the guidance that led the way for their 

soul’s retrieval.  It was a symbol of Love.  When you go to the 2nd floor of Egyptian 

museum in Cairo you will see the exhibit of when they discovered lotus seeds in the 

vases of the golden mosque of the King Tutankhamen.  There were 4 alabaster vases 

and the Lotus essence they found inside was in its pure concentrated form.  Even after 

4, 000 years had passed, the smell and vibration was still powerfully present in the 

discovered vases. The Lotus flowers themselves have been grown by the nature spirits 

for millions of years.  Lotus is used by both men and women. 

Lotus is used for the crown chakra, the 7th chakra.  Egyptian Lotus (white) is the symbol of 

enlightenment and an aid to meditation.  It can also be used to help relieve breathing problems 
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Blue Lotus is used for the heavenly chakra, the 8th chakra.  The Rare Egyptian Blue Lotus has 

similar properties to white lotus but much more powerful and activates the 8th chakra.  It 

works to keep all 7 of your bodies in alignment.  It also has a calming and easing effect on dogs.  

Angel is used for the “I AM: chakra, the 9th chakra.  It has two points of local, in the energetic 

body field above the 8th chakra and at your hairline at your forehead.  This essence carries the 

vibration of ISIS energy. It tends to make you feel like you are soaring, a lifting up that carries 

you through galaxies.  If you are sensitive to vibrations at all you will sense this feeling. 

Main Gate is used for the earth star chakra, the 10th chakra.  It is located in the ground under 

your feet the same distance as your height above the ground.  It connects you to the earthstar 

chakra.  This essence carries the vibration of RA energy.  Use Main Gate to return and anchor or 

ground yourself from soaring too far out when you used Angel or just to help you anytime you 

want to connect to the Earth Star Chakra.   

 

How to use the Essences for Your Chakras  

Place a small amount of each essence on the chakra area on your body from the root chakra to 

the crown chakra.  The 9th can be applied at your hairline and the 10th on the soles of your feet.  

The essence for the 8th charka can be applied in several different ways.  Placing a small amount 

in the palms of your hands, rub hands together and open your hands in the air over your head 

spread the essences from your palms around in the air above your head where the heavenly 

chakra is located in your aura.  You can use it in the shower and the aroma will expand up into 

the air around you or place a small amount in a candle burner to permeate the air.  Any and all 

ways are excellent or you can just use Blue Lotus as you feel inspired.   

When doing healing or chakra clearing work you can place the 1st five of the essences up the 

inside of the arm starting at the wrist and the 2nd five up the inside of the other arm and then 

just rub them together.  Since they are pure there is no reaction or aversion to the smell from 

using them all together one after the other.  In fact, you will really enjoy the scent.  The 

essences will do their work regardless of being placed directly on each chakra because their 

healing vibration is so powerful and blessed.  

These essences should be used as a regular practice daily during meditation, prayer or anytime 

you desire to focus on specific chakra healing work.  You can also use any one or all of the 

essences at any time.  Follow your instincts, you will feel when and how you want to best use 

them. 
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Chapter 4 - Color Vibrations and Location of the Chakras 
 

1st Chakra – the major color vibration is Red.  It regarded as the color related to vitality, energy, 

power, life and will.   

The root chakra is located at the base of the spine and governs the physical dimension by 

helping to keep you grounded and feeling safe and secure. It also is the center for that "fight or 

flight" feeling and if it's balanced properly the grounding, safe, secure feeling overcome you 

feeling of fight or flight fear. It vibrates as your adrenal glands and governs the kidneys and 

spinal column since the spine is your body's grounding, secure element to which it connects.  

2nd Chakra - the major color vibration is Orange.  It is associated with energy and eases 

digestive ailments, helps the spleen and kidneys and relieves chest conditions.   

The sacral chakra is located about an inch and a half above the 1st chakra, the coccyx or root 

chakra, which is at the base of the spine. This is the chakra for creativity in all forms, open-

mindedness, receptivity to new ideas and divine inspirations. It is the center that governs 

attitudes in relationships, your sexual energy and reproduction or procreation.  

3rd Chakra - the major color vibration is Yellow.  Yellow reflects mental creativity and intellect.  

It has a stimulating effect on the nerves near the solar plexus.   

The solar plexus chakra is located opposite the navel in the astral spine, between the navel and 

the rib cage. This is the chakra that holds your center of personal power, will and confidence.  

Physically, it directly affects the 8th thoracic vertebrae and governs the digestive system, 

adrenals, stomach, liver and gall bladder. You could say that the solar plexus is the organizing 

brain of our nervous system. 

4th Chakra - the major color vibration is Green.  Green is associated with harmony, sympathy, 

diplomacy, balance and adaptability.   

The heart chakra It's located in the center of your chest. This is the chakra through which we 

feel love.  It externalizes as the thymus gland and governs the circulatory system, your blood 

and heart.  It also influences the immune and endocrine systems.  This is the vortex that 

experiences and expresses love, devotion, divine love, unconditional love and compassion. 

5th Chakra - the major color vibration is Blue.  It reflects truth, harmony, serenity, love and 

inspiring to a higher consciousness.  

The throat chakra is located in the throat area of your neck. This is the chakra that holds your 

expression, communication and judgment abilities.  It externalizes as the thyroid gland and 

governs the lungs, vocal cords, bronchial tubes, oral communication and your metabolism.  This 

is the vortex that helps you in expression of your true self, communication and judgment. 
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6th Chakra - the major color vibration is Indigo.  It harmonizes with devotion, spirituality, 

intuition and dedication.  The brow or third eye chakra is located in the center of the forehead.  

Physically, it directly affects the pituitary gland.  This is the Chakra that governs the lower brain, 

nervous system, ears, nose and the left eye.  It's the vortex center that helps us to consider our 

spiritual nature, and gives us our experiences with intuition, psychic talents, self-reflection, 

visualization, imagination, perception and discernment. 

7th Chakra - the major color vibration is Violet.   It is regarded to contain properties of 

calmness, and qualities of spirituality and considered a higher state of evolved consciousness.   

The crown chakra is located at the very top of your head.  Physically it affects the pineal gland. 

This is the chakra that governs the upper part of your brain and your right eye.  It influences 

your experience with charity, connection to God and spirit, belief systems, revelation and divine 

consciousness.  This is the vortex that helps you ultimately reach the feeling of integration with 

God.  

8th Chakra - the major color vibration is White.  White is the highest vibration directly from 

pure source energy.  It’s all encompassing, all healing and all loving.  It is the highest state of 

spirituality and connection to higher consciousness.  The heavenly chakra is located in the ether 

above your head, in your aura.  This is the energy vortex that aligns all 7 of your bodies and the 

chakras to keep you in balance and harmony with your higher self.   

9th chakra - the major color vibration is Lavender/Pink. It has two points of local, in the 

energetic body field above the 8th chakra and at your hairline at your forehead.  This essence 

carries the vibration of ISIS energy. It tends to make you feel like you are soaring, a lifting up 

that carries you through galaxies.  If you are sensitive to vibrations at all you will sense this 

feeling. .   Angel is used for the “I AM: chakra, the. 

10th chakra – the major color vibration is Almond/Rust tones.   The earth star chakra, the It is 

located in the ground under your feet the same distance as your height above the ground.  It 

connects you to the earthstar chakra.  This essence carries the vibration of RA energy.  Use 

Main Gate to return and anchor or ground yourself from soaring too far out when you used 

Angel or just to help you anytime you want to connect to the Earth Star Chakra.   
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Chapter 5 - Gems and Music 
Gems  

 

Gems, meteorites, stones, rocks and minerals all carry the vibrational healing properties.  Once 

we understand how each one works, we then know the best way to apply this healing energy to 

assist our bodies to heal, clear, unblock, and release locked up vibrations.  This helps us attain 

healthily vibrations for ourselves.  Gems, crystals and minerals are objects of beauty and 

wonderful tools for healing and transformation.  They can help us in many ways.  They also 

serve us as a reminder in solid form of the abilities we all have available within ourselves.  They 

are our gift from nature to enjoy.  The true gift they give to us is love.  Love is the key to all 

things in the universe and all that really matters.   

Listed below is a basic guideline chart of some of the gems and minerals that can be used with 

each chakra. 

1st chakra – Root: Meteorite, Bloodstone, Malachite, Garnet, Hematite, Obsidian, Moldavite, 

Pyrite, Rhodochrosite, Rhodonite, Ruby, Smoky Quartz, Tourmalinated Quartz, Black 

Tourmaline (Schorl), Watermelon Tourmaline, Red/Pink Tourmaline (Rubelite) 

2nd chakra – Sacral: Amber, Moonstone, Carnelian, Chrysocolla, Citrine, Gold, Fairy Quartz, 

Peridot, Smoky Quartz, Tiger Eye 

3rd chakra – Solar Plexus: Amber, Aquamarine, Carnelian, Emerald, Malachite, Peridot, Pyrite, 

Smoky Quartz, Tiger Eye, Vanadinite 

4th – Heart: Green Aventurine, Bloodstone, Aquamarine, Vivianite, Morganite, Carnelian, 

Chrysoprase, Dioptase, Emerald, Garnet, Gold, Kunzite, Lepidolite, Malachite, Moldavite, 

Moonstone, Opal, Peridot, Pyrite, Rhodochrosite, Rhodonite, Rose Quartz, Ruby, Topaz, 

Watermelon Tourmaline, Green Tourmaline, Red/Pink Tourmaline (Rubelite), Variscite 

5th – Throat: Amazonite, Aquamarine, Azurite, Hemimorphite, Celestite, Aqua Aura, Kyanite, 

Lapis Lazuli, Sapphire, Sodalite, Topaz, Blue Tourmaline, Turquoise 

6th – Brow Third Eye (Universal Eye): Amethyst, Azurite, Kyanite, Lapis Lazuli, Moldavite, 

Charoite, Sapphire, Sodalite, Sugilite, Topaz, Blue Tourmaline (Indicolite), Pietersite 

7th – Crown: Alexandrite, Seraphinite, Amber, Petalite, Amethyst, Anhydrite, Citrine, Gold, 

Herkimer Diamond, Selenite, Sugilite, Tourmalinated Quartz, Danburite 
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8th – Heavenly (energizes all chakras): Diamond, Herkimer Diamond, Tanzanite, Lemurian 

Crystal, Lavender, Charoite, Mother of Pearl, Quartz Crystal, Rutilated Quartz, Zircon 

9th – I AM Chakra: Ajoite, Angel Aura, Papagoite, Lemurian Crystal, Charoite, Fairy Stone 

10th – Main Gate Chakra: Petrified Wood, Black Tourmaline, All Agates, Shaman Stone, 

Hematite 

Alternately for any and all chakras depending on color: Agate, Calcite, Fluorite, Jasper, Onyx, 

Opal, Black Kyanite, Tourmaline 

Other strong energy conductors:  Copper, Silver 

Music 

Om or Aum, is the power word or sound that has been used for centuries to instill healing and 

raise your vibration.  It’s believed to be the original audible word that best duplicates the 

vibration of God.  You’ll discover that Aum or Om is soothing, relaxing and easy to hum or 

chant.  Let this vibrational sound come from deep within your chest.  Listen to the sound of the 

chant (mantra) and the sound of your breathing in and out.  Consciously shape and perform this 

sound and breath to the musical note scale for your complete chakra system.  Alternately, you 

can focus on a note for particular chakra also.   

Our bodies are made up of pulsating vibrational frequencies and have dynamic rhythmic patterns that 

move with our emotions, and shift with a thought or sound. Our organs and chakras respond to musical 

pitches. Take for example, the non-invasive “sound surgeries” where kidney stones have been shattered 

with pinpointed, high intensity sound waves. 

Some schools of thought prefer the eastern understanding and some prefer the western understanding 

of which scale of musical notes that best vibrate with the chakras.  I am including both for you to be able 

to determine for yourself.  I have had good success with both of them.  Whichever you choose, you will 

feel a connection and created a vibrational response that will resonate within your chakras and body.   

Chakra Musical Scale Eastern 

Teachings to Chant 

AUM 

Musical Scale Western 

Teachings to Chant OM 

1st C G (Below Mid C) 

2nd D A 

3rd E Bb (B-flat) 
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4th F D 

5th G Eb (E-flat) 

6th A F 

7th B G (Above Mid C) 

8th Connected to the Choirs 

of Angels – Angelic 

Realms 

Connected to the Choirs of 

Angels – Angelic Realms 

9th Connected to the tones 

from your personal 

galactic home.  

Connected to the tones from 

your personal galactic home. 

10th Connected to the tones 

from Mother Earth 

Connected to the tones from 

Mother Earth 
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Chapter 6 –Special Prayer/Meditation from the Holy-man Godfather of 

Giza  
 

I breathe in the light, – 

Through the centers of my heart, allowing my bodies to expand. 

Allow my basic chakra to unite with my sacral chakra in one ball of light. 

I breathe in the light, 

Thorough the centers of my heart, allowing the light to expand. 

Allow my solar plexus charka to unite with my heart chakra in one pool of light. 

I breathe in the light, 

Through the centers of my heart, allowing the power to expand. 

Allow my throat chakra to unite with my third eye charka in one ball of light. 

I breathe in the light 

Through the centers of my heart, allowing the light to expand. 

Allow my crown chakra to untie with my eighth chakra in one pool of light. 

I breathe in the light 

Through the centers of my heart allowing all my chakras to unite 

With the powers of the earth and heavens all in one pool of light. 

I breathe in the light, 

I breathe in the light, 

I breathe in the light. 
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Chapter 7 – Summary Chart 
 

Chakra Location Essence Color Note for Aum 

(Eastern)* 

Gem* 

1st – Root/ 

Base 

Coccyx Amber Red G-below mid 

C 

Ruby 

2nd – Sacral 1-1/2” above 

Root 

Musk Orange A Smoky Quartz 

3rd – Solar 

Plexus 

Opposite the 

Navel 

Jasmine Yellow B flat Aquamarine 

4th – Heart Heart Center Rose Green D Emerald 

5th – Throat Base of 

Throat 

Lavender Blue E flat Lapis Lazuli 

6th - Third 

(Universal) 

Eye 

Center of 

Brow 

Sandalwood 

Blend 

Indigo F Amethyst 

7th – Crown Top of Head Lotus Violet G-above mid 

C 

Alexandrite 

8th – 

Heavenly 

Aura over 

Head 

Blue Lotus White Angelic 

Realms 

Diamond 

9th – I Am At Hairline Angel Lavender/Pink Galactic 

Realms 

Ajoite 

10th – Earth 

Star 

Under Feet Main Gate Rust/Almond Center Earth 

Realms 

Hematite 

*For more detail on Music and Gems– See Chapter  
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Chapter 8 – EGYPT and More 
 

Twin Flame Planetary and Galactic Multi-
Dimensional  

Vibrational Evolve-ment & Celebration 
Divine Feminine Spiritual Soul Quest Retreat 

   

This is an incredible opportunity to travel with 
me and my twin flame, the Master/Teacher of 

Holy Men at Giza, to explore your own individual 
development as we travel in the land of Ancient 

Egypt and cruise the Nile River.  The time is now 
to awaken and remember that many of us are 

"old souls" and are now preparing and ready to 
show up to do our work for humanity and our 

planet.  
 

The spiritual name of Rajenaira was revealed to Madalyn from RA July 1, 2015.  It means 'old 

powerful one of the land (Egypt)' and is the female split self of RA. 

 

Dr. Kennedy’s Special Egypt Spiritual Soul Quest Retreat, Connection to the 
Divine Feminine, Higher Consciousness and Mother Earth Experience serves 
both the body and the spirit for the finest in spiritual journeys.   Dr. Kennedy 
works with the worldwide spiritual community to provide the finest spiritual 

http://www.belovedessences.com/what-is-a-spiritual-name.html
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experience possible. Experience the historical Nile, visit local markets, and 
the spiritual retreat of a lifetime. 

Luxor Egypt 
 

Something totally different and Amazing happens on each important 
journey to the land of our beginnings.  The Energies have intensified 
and each journey reflects these changes for us and for our beloved 
Mother Earth.  No two trips are ever the same. They are totally 
streamlined by Spirit and My High Level Guides especially for the 
particular attendees on each special journey. 
 

Egypt, the land where everything began for me and my life just start to unfold 

miraculously.  Nothing been the same since my experiences there.  No more 

doubts, no more delays and I have learned how to dismiss the worries and just 

trust.  Beautiful things just keep being discovered and unfolding every day.  

Change and spiritual growth can be slow at times but just know, it is happening 

and it’s always for the better.   

Come with Us to EGYPT!   

 Find your connection and so much more! 

 Experience your Healing and Discover Your Hidden Magical Powers!  

Your life will unfold in spectacular ways and you will never feel the same! We 

have scheduled these remarkable visits to Egypt at least two times a year. 

 

http://www.ancientheartstravel.com/
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If this is calling your name or peeking your interest in any way and not sure why, 

you are more than likely suppose to be going with us on one of our 

healing/clearing journeys.  It truly is a trip of a life time and I speak from 

experience.  My visit changed my direction in life and every day, I’m completely 

happy and very excited about what I do.  You will be amazed at what you feel and 

discover while you are there. Then you will be amazed again at how the changes 

keep taking effect even after you return home.  AWESOME is not a strong enough 

word to describe this experience but that’s all I can come up with. 

We would love for you to join us.   We hope for your sake, that you do.  

You will find all the information on our website:  

http://www.ancientheartstravel.com   and you can always contact me at 

Madalyn@belovedessences.com.  Office phone: 866-729-4703 

 

  

http://www.ancientheartstravel.com/
mailto:Madalyn@belovedessences.com
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“The Divine Feminine Emergence, Mortal to Immortal- Return of the Crystalline 

Light Bodies, Yours and Mother Earth’s”  by Dr .Madalyn Kennedy   

 

 

 

http://www.belovedessences.com/the-divine-feminine-essence-book-mp3.html 

 

 

All the paintings in this book and on the cover are electronic images taken of the original works of art 

painted by Madalyn Kennedy and copyrighted.  The artist retains all rights to the artwork.  No 

reproductions are allowed without specific permission of the artist.  

This eBook is copyright protected and cannot be used in all or part without the written permission of 

Madalyn Kennedy. 

  

http://www.belovedessences.com/the-divine-feminine-essence-book-mp3.html
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Rajenaira – Dr. Madalyn Kennedy office at the Edgar Cayce A.R.E. Center 

in Houston  Texas.   
 

Rajenaira, formerly Rev. Dr. Madalyn Kennedy is a Divine 

Feminine Expert, an Egyptian High Priestess, a multi-

dimensional channel for Amun-RA, Isis, other Egyptian 

Deities, many Ascended Masters, Archangels and Beings 

of Light, an ordained minister through Universal Life 

Church. A Certified Doreen Virtue Angel Card Reader, 

Realm Reader and Fairyologist.  She is also Certified as a 

Law of Attraction Master Life and Soul Awakening Coach, 

a Usui Reiki, Karuna Reiki & Seichem Master/ Teacher, 

and obtaining her Angel Reiki Certification. She is a 

spiritual intuitive, psychic, medium, empath, old soul 

shaman and published author of her book, “The Divine Feminine Emergence-Mortal to 

Immortal; Awakening of the Crystalline Light Bodies, Yours and Mother Earths”, an established 

fine artist who channels vibrational and energetic paintings.  She is a conscious, semi-trance and 

trance-channel messenger and regularly hosts sacred healing/meditation journeys to the Giza 

Pyramids in Egypt where she connects with her twin flame, the God-Father, Master Teacher 

Holy Man at the Pyramids, for powerful sacred union activations and healing energies for the 

people and the planet.  She has traveled to Egypt since 1988.  Dr. Kennedy works with those on a 

metaphysical spiritual path to help recognize and understand their personal sacred and magical 

inner guidance system to assist in their Ascension and that of the planet. She represents Amun-

RA and ISIS Energy. Rajenaira is a Representative for the Council of Ornack which is currently 

located in the fringes of the Pleiades. 

 

Dr. Kennedy is CEO and Founder of Beloved Essences.com & Ancient Hearts Travel.com.  The 

Exclusive Supplier of the Healing, High-Vibrational, Powerful and Blessed Ancient Egyptian 

Essences in the USA.    She knows that when you can clearly and intuitively understand, you are 

able to remove any nagging doubts or fears.  You learn to trust your higher guidance to make 

choices and decisions that will enhance, improve and change your life.  It’s easy to discover joy, 

happiness and freedom beyond the material world by tapping into the essence of your true self. 

In her 30 some odd years of experience, Dr. Kennedy has successfully coached and helped 

thousands of people. 

  

 

 
  

 


